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SPECIFICATIONS

Carton: 1/80
Item ID: UCFUPRGVV2-SGR
EAN: 9350784025302
Size: 150 x 25 x 100 mm
Weight: 130 g

Recommended price

999 SEK

The ALOGIC USB-C Fusion MAX 6-in-1 Hub V2 is the quintessential companion for USB-C-enabled
devices, offering unmatched utility and seamless connectivity. Crafted in a sleek Space Grey finish, this
hub expands the capabilities of your MacBook, iPad, or Windows/Android devices and complements
their design elegantly.

Effortless connectivity with 6-in-1 versatility
Stunning 4K HDMI Video Output
SuperSpeed Data Transfer and Charging
Advanced Power Delivery up to 100W
Reliable Gigabit Ethernet connection
Portable design with smart cable management

Effortless Connectivity with 6-in-1 Versatility
The ALOGIC USB-C Fusion MAX 6-in-1 Hub V2 enables extensive versatility for your USB-C laptop,
tablet, or phone. This hub accommodates all your connectivity needs with an HDMI 4K output, VGA
port, USB-C data transfer and charging port, dual USB-A ports, and a Gigabit Ethernet port. A smart
cable management system allows easy organization, ensuring a clutter-free workspace.

Stunning 4K HDMI Video Output
Elevate your viewing experience to cinematic levels with the HDMI port supporting up to 4K@60Hz
resolution. Whether mirroring or extending your laptop's display, the ALOGIC hub ensures crystal-clear
visuals on a larger screen, perfect for high-definition presentations, streaming, or gaming.

SuperSpeed Data Transfer and Charging
The ALOGIC hub is engineered to facilitate rapid data transfers up to 5Gbps via its USB-C (3.1 Gen 1)
and USB-A (USB 3.0) ports. This swift transfer rate enables you to manage files and back up data in a
fraction of the time. Additionally, with up to 2A of charging current, it powers your mobile devices
effectively.

Advanced Power Delivery up to 100W
Stay at the top of your game with the hub's advanced power delivery system. Providing up to 100W
through the USB-C port ensures your main device is charged and ready to go without compromising
data transfer functionality.

Reliable Gigabit Ethernet Connection
The ALOGIC hub offers a Gigabit Ethernet port to establish a secure, wired internet connection for
situations where wireless reliability is crucial. Enjoy swift and steady network speeds for uninterrupted
work, downloads, and streaming.

Portable Design with Smart Cable Management
The compact and lightweight design of the hub, paired with its smart cable management feature, allows
for easy portability. Perfect for on-the-go professionals, the ALOGIC hub is also an ideal addition to any
stationary workspace.

EMI Shielding
Like all ALOGIC products, the hub has been designed and engineered for best-in-class performance.
To enable this, the hub has end-to-end EMI shielding to eliminate all interference from Wi-Fi and other
wireless transmissions.

Package Includes

1 x ALOGIC USB-C Fusion MAX 6-in-1 Hub V2 HDMI, USB, Ethernet & PD – Space Grey
1 x User Manual

Product Specifications

Data Rate: USB 3.1 Gen 1 up to 5Gbps
Weight: 80g
Material: ABS housing
Physical Dimensions: 336mm(L) x 51mm(W) x 14mm(H) (Length includes cable)
Output Ports: HDMI 4K@60Hz, VGA 1080p, USB-C 3.1 Gen 1, 2 x USB-A with BC 1.2
charging, RJ45 Gigabit Ethernet
Input Port: USB-C Male
Compatibility: USB-C and Thunderbolt 3/4 devices with video output capability
Device Compatibility: Compatible with Apple, Chromebook, and Microsoft devices.
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